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VARIATIONAL FORMULAS ON LIPSCHITZ DOMAINS

ALAN R. ELCRAT AND KENNETH G. MILLER

Abstract. A rigorous treatment is given of variational formulas for solutions of

certain Dirichlet problems for the Laplace operator on Lipschitz domains under

interior variations. In particular we extend well-known variational formulas for

the torsional rigidity and for capacity from the class of C1 domains to the

class of Lipschitz domains. A motivation for this work comes from the use of

variational methods in the study of Prandtl-Batchelor flows in fluid mechanics.

1. Introduction

The problem of differentiating domain functionals, functionals depending

on a variable domain Q c R" , is a problem with many applications and one

which has a history going back at least to Rayleigh [14] and Hadamard [9],

The problem was investigated rigorously and extensively over forty years ago

by Garabedian, Schiffer and others [8]. In particular the method of interior

variations is used in [8] to give a rigorous proof of Hadamard's variational for-

mula for the Green's function, the proof being valid for domains which are

sufficiently regular to apply the divergence theorem. This includes Lipschitz

domains. Variational formulas for many domain functionals can be found for-

mally by integrating the Hadamard formula with respect to one of the variables.

However, care must be exercised in so doing, as the Hadamard formula is an

asymptotic formula and the o(e) remainder term is not uniform over the entire

domain in either variable. Alternatively, by making use of the implicit function

theorem, Simon [ 15] has given a rigorous treatment of differentiation of cer-

tain domain functionals that avoids using the Hadamard formula. His proof,

however, requires that the domains have regular boundary.

The class of Lipschitz domains seems to be an appropriate class in which to

consider many variational formulas. Our proofs will make use of a formula of

Garabedian and Schiffer for the variation of the Green's function, together with

results by Dahlberg [7], Jerison and Kenig [11] giving estimates for solutions of

the Dirichlet problem on Lipschitz domains.

We consider here only the interior variations of Garabedian and Schiffer (we

allow variations by Lipschitz continuous vector fields S rather than C3 vector

fields), although other types of variations have been investigated. For example,

in [10], Jerison has considered the variation of the capacity of a convex domain
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D under variations in terms of Minkowski sums Dt — (\—t)D+tD\ . One might

also consider perturbations which arise from smoothing a Lipschitz boundary

as in [11, p. 28]. Such variations do not fit into the framework of interior

variations, however, and require a different approach.

A compactness result of Chenais [6] shows that the class of Lipschitz domains

may be an appropriate setting for optimization of domain functionals. Our

interest in variational formulas on Lipschitz domains arose out of an attempt

to use these results to give a rigorous proof of the existence of Prandtl-Batchelor

flows in fluid mechanics. An existence result for these flows is known to be an

elusive problem (Caflisch [4, p. 16]) and we also were not entirely successful. A

brief discussion of our approach to the Prandtl-Batchelor problem is given in

the last section.

.
2. Results

We restrict our attention to bounded domains D in R" . D is Lipschitz if

for each z e dD there is a coordinate system (x', x„) in R" = R""'xR,

a neighborhood U = U\{z) x [^(z) and a Lipschitz function y/z such that

UnD - {(x', xn) e U: xn> y/z{x')}. Aconstant C suchthat \y/z(t) - y/z(s)\ <

C\t - s\ for all z e dD, t e U\{z), 5 e U\{z) is called a Lipschitz constant
for D.

We consider first the behavior of solutions of the Dirichlet problem -Aw = /

onD, u = 0 on 3D, under variations of the domain D using the method of

interior variations (Garabedian and Schiffer [8]), where / is an L2 function

defined in a neighborhood D' of the closure of D. Let S be a Lipschitz con-

tinuous vector field defined on D'. We can choose fio > 0 sufficiently small that

for |e| < eo the transformation 4>£{x) = x + eS(x) maps D homeomorphically

onto a Lipschitz domain D£ c D'. Let ue satisfy -Aue = f on D£, u£ — 0

on dDE and let u(x, e) = ue(<j>e{x)). Since D is Lipschitz and ^ e L2(dD),

there is [ 11 ] a solution u' to the Dirichlet problem

(1) Au' = 0onD,     u' = -S- V«o ondD.

Theorem 1. For sufficiently small eo > 0 the function e h-> «(., e) from (-en, en)

into H¿(D) is differentiable and

du(-, e)|
(2) de

= u' + S • Vw0.
£=0

Here H™{D) denotes the closure of C0°°(£») in Hm{D) where Hm(D) is

the Sobolev space Hm,2(D). The theorem will be proved in Section 2. A

consequence of this result is a variational formula for the torsional rigidity of

D where D is a bounded Lipschitz domain in R" bounded by a simple closed

surface Y. The torsional rigidity of D is defined by T(D) = JD \Vu\2 dx where
u is defined by -Au — 2 on D, u — 0 on dD.

Corollary 2. Let D be a bounded Lipschitz domain in R" bounded by a simple

closed surface T. Then

dT(DE)

d£     £=o

where n is the outward normal.

Í \Vu0\2{S-n)ds
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Proof. By Green's identity

T(DE) = 2      uE{y) dy = 2 I u{x, e)\J{x, e)| dx
JD. JD

where the Jacobian

J(x, e)
d(f>{x,e)

dx
= 1 + eV • S(x) + e2R(x, e)

with R uniformly bounded for x e D and e sufficiently small. Thus by (2)

—j—-       =2     u'Lx) dx + 2 / V • («05") dx = -     (Awn)w' dx
"£       £=0 Jd Jd Jd

= -[   pu>dx=[   (d^)\s-n)ds.
Jod dn JdD \dn )

We next consider electrostatic capacity. Let D be a bounded Lipschitz do-

main in R" having a boundary which consists of two simple closed surfaces T

and r0 one of which encloses the other. Let u be the solution of Au = 0 on

D, u = 0 on To and u — 1 on T. The electrostatic capacity of D is defined
by

C(D)= [ ^ds= [ \Vu\2dx
Jrvn Jd

where n is the outer normal.   We consider variations in C(D) when T0 is

varied while T is fixed and assumed to be C1 's , for some 6 > 0.

We can generalize slightly by consider the problem Au — 0 on D, u — 0 on

To, and u - f on T where f € Cl '5{D). Again let De — 4>E{D) where <f>E(x) =
x + eS(x), and let S be a Lipschitz vector field vanishing in a neighborhood

of r. Let uE be the solution of Aue = 0 on DE, uE — f on T, uE — 0 on

r£ = </>e(To). Let u(x, e) - uE{<f>E(x)) and let «' be defined by (1). Note that

since T is C],s, Vw(x,e) and Vm'(x) extend to continuous functions on T.

Theorem 3. Let D be the domain between two simple closed surfaces T and Tn

in R", where T0 is Lipschitz and T is Cl,â. Define u(x, e) and u'(x) as in

the previous paragraph. If S vanishes in a neighborhood of T, then

lim -
£^o e

du du
— (x,e)-—(x,0)

du'

dx;
(x)

[ \Vu0\2{S-n)ds,

for all x e T. This limit also holds in the sense of Ll(F).

Corollary 4. Under the same hypotheses on D as is Theorem 3

dC(De)

dE £=0

where n is the outward normal.

Theorem 3 will be proved in Section 2. The corollary is an immediate con-

sequence since

dC(DE)_

£ = 0de
du' f       du' f   du0

=     —-ds=       u0—~ ds = /    ——« ds
Jr dn JàD     dn Ji)D dn
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3. Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1. As in [8], define the differential operator LE by

(3) Lê = _£^^(x,c)-£

where

(4) 4r-D/(*f«>|gia.,

dxi v !KV ' 'ôxî-y
k

1
dx* dx)

x* = 4>E{x) and /(-,e) is the Jacobian of the transformation 4>E. Then
LE(v o (j)E) = -(Av) o (f)E. Since the function e i-> dA^/de is differentiable from

(-eo, en) into Lco(D) for eo sufficiently small and all i, k, it follows that

e i-> LE is differentiable into the set of bounded operators B(H¿(D), H~\D))

with the operator topology, the derivative given by

V-   d    (d   a   ,        ^^   \
L^-^kd^X~diA'k{x'£)d^)-

Let GE: H~l(D) —► H¿(D) be the inverse of LE. Then e <-y Ge is differentiable

with dGE/de - -GeL'EGE. Since «(•, e) = GEf, it follows that e i-> «(., e)

is differentiable into //0' (D). Let w be any solution to -Aw = f on D'
and let vE = uE - w , v(-, e) = i>£ o <pE. Then e >-> v(-, e) is differentiable

into Hl{D) and Leu(-, e) = 0. Therefore, L'£v{-, e) + LE^f^ = 0 (in the

sense of distributions). As in [8], L'q{vq) = A(Vvo • S) (again in the sense of

distributions), since Awn = 0. Thus, letting

(5) ^dv^e)

de
u —

de

du{-, e)

we have A(v) = A(Vv • S). Therefore v = Vv -S + h where h is harmonic on

D and it = i) + Vu> • S implies u = Vwn • S + h . On dD, u(x, e) = 0, for all
e ; hence h = -Vwn • 5 on dD, so h = u'. This proves Theorem 1.

Turning to the proof of Theorem 3, let T and To be nonintersecting simple

closed surfaces, one of which is inside the other, and let D be the domain

between T and Tn. We assume that Y is C1,á and that To is Lipschitz.

Let S be a vector field which vanishes in a neighborhood of T. Let Y\ be

a C]'s surface between T and Tn such that suppS c Do, where £>o_is the

region between F\ and To . Let D\ c D be an open set such that rcfli and

D\ n £>o = 0. Let DE = <f>e(x) where <f>e(x) = x + eS(x), and let uE be the

solution of AuE = 0 on DE, uE = f on T, we — 0 on TE — 4>£{To), where / e

Cl,s(D). Let gE be the Green's function for DE and let w(x, e) = uE((ßE(x))

and g(x,y, e) = gE(<f>E(x), <t>E{y)).

Lemma 5.  g(-, y, e) and dg/dyj{-, y, e) £ H1 (D0) with

\\dg/dyj(-,y,e)\\W(Do)<C   and   \\g(-, y, e)||w,(0o) < C

where C is independent of y £ D\  and \e\ < eo for some eo > 0 sufficiently
small.

Proof.  dgE/dyj(x, y) — 0 for x £ 4>E(r0) and y £ D\ .  Since Y\ = 4>E{Ti)

is a Cx-S curve and dgE/dyj(-, y) is differentiable in a neighborhood of Y\,
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dge/dyj{-,y) éHl{ri) and \\dg£/dyj(-, y)\\W{ri) < C independent of y e

D\ and small e. There exists a C such that ||m||#i(D) < C||w||//i(ÖO) for all

functions u harmonic on D for which u\ao £ Hl{dD) [11]. Therefore,

[\dg£/dyj{-,y)\\HI{MDo))<C.

Since \\v o4>t\\HHDo) < C\\v\\H¡{MDo)), it follows that \\dg/dyj(-, y, e)\\HHDo) <
C. Similarly for g .

Proof of Theorem 3. By a theorem of Dahlberg [7], D Lipschitz implies

f dg
(6) u{x, e) = - / —- (x, y, e)f{y) dsy

Jr ony

and

(7) u'{x)= f (S(w).n)^
JTn

du0,   . dg ,
(w)7—{x,w)dsw,

onw

where u' is defined by (1). We wish to justify differentiation of (6) under the

integral sign with respect to e and x . By equation (2.4.28) of [8],

(8)
di

de
(x>y>^ = -JXd^{w'E)^i{w'x'E)^k{w'y'e)dw'

i.k

where Aik is defined by (4). It follows from the preceding lemma and Cauchy's

inequality that

2 2

/  3^if-(w,x,e)   df   (w,y,e)dw<C
JD<)dXjdwr dykdw¡"

where C is independent of x and y £ Di and e sufficiently small. Noting that

\dAji(w , e)/de\ < C, for all w £ D, e sufficiently small and all i, I and that
the integral in (8) can be taken over Do > we see that (8) can be differentiated

under the integral with respect to x, and yk and that

d3g
(9) -{x,y,e)<C

dXjdy^de

where C is independent of x and y £ D{ and e sufficient small. It therefore

follows that (6) can be differentiated under the integral sign with respect to x¡

and e and that

(10) dxjde

for x £ D\ . Since

1

e

d2u   i ^ Í        9  S       , \t<   \A
{X>E) = -  rd^o^d-e{x>y>e)f{y)ds>

du,       .      du.     _,
x, e)- 7T^-(x, 0)

d9

dx-d-e{X'd{X'S)e)dx,v   '   '     dXi

where 0 < 6{x, e) < 1 it follows from (9), (10) and the Lebesgue Dominated

Convergence Theorem that

d2udu du
— (x,e)-—(x,0)

<9x,9e

in L'(r) as well as pointwise as e —> 0.

(x, 0)
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du        d du'      du'

=0     dXj      dXj dXj      dXj

Since L£u£ = 0, it follows that L'Bu£ + L£^ = 0. As in the proof of Theorem

1 L'qUq = A(V«o 'S), which implies that A(«) = A(Vuq-S) where u is defined
by (5). Since u is independent of e on dD, it follows that u = V«o • S + u'

where «' is harmonic on O, u' = —V«o • S1 on dD. It follows from (9) and

(10) that gd g   js uniformly continuous on D\ x (-eo, eo). Therefore

d_ (du£

Ye \dXj,

since S vanishes in a neighborhood of Y. This completes the proof of Theorem

By using the methods of Theorem 3, one can also give a proof of Theorem

1 that yields (2) as a pointwise limit as well as a limit in H0l(D). Although

we omit the details, this can be done by using (8) and showing that M(x, •) £

Lpa{D) for some p > 1 and a > 0, ||Af(x, OIIl^d) ^ C> where M(x,y) =

$d§w(w > x)ire~(w > y) dw and C depends only on the Lipschitz constant of

D. This can be established by making use of Theorem 1.1 of [12].

4. Applications

Variational formulas of the type derived above have applications in control

theory (shape optimal design, see e.g. [6], [5], [15]), inverse problems, crack

detection, and free boundary problems. For example one can consider a func-

tional which arose in a recent study of "crack detection" by the first author.

Suppose D is a Lipschitz domain in R2 and we specify two disjoint arcs E

and F on the boundary Y. Consider the harmonic measure of E, that is, the

function uE harmonic on D with boundary values 1 on E and 0 on dD-E,

and define the functional
r       Í duE a
C = I -z— ds.

Jf dn

If we consider interior variations of the domain D which leave E and F fixed,

the methods of Theorem 3 can be used to show that the variation of C is given

by
dC_

de E=o     Jf dn Jrx"   "' dn   dn

where u' is harmonic on D, and u' = -VuE ■ S on Y.

We conclude by considering a variational approach to Prandtl-Batchelor flows

in the case of a bounded flow domain. We consider two simple closed curves in

the plane, Y and y, y contained in the bounded domain Q bounded by Y.

Denote by Q.2 the domain bounded by y and Qi the annular domain bounded

by r and y. For given ¡i < 0 and w>0 we consider functions t//\ and ^2

satisfying

At//¡ = 0 on Q, ,     ^i=0 on y,     i//i=ponY,

-A1//2 — w on CI2,     y/2 = 0 on y.

We may think of \f/\ and fq as stream functions of irrotational flow in Qi and

a constant vorticity flow in Q2 • In the model proposed by Batchelor [2] for large

Reynolds number limits of solutions of the steady Navier-Stokes equations, a

flow of this type was hypothesized in which the square of the tangential velocity

f du' /■,_     .duEduF
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has a constant jump across y, i.e. |V^i|2 - |V^|2 = o for some constant

a > 0. This may be thought of as a free boundary problem in which y is to be

determined. Keeping Y fixed, we define the functional

(12) I(y)= f  \V¥l\2-œf  ^-a|Q2|= /  |V^,|2- /  |V^2|2 - e\a2\.
Jçix Ja2 Ja, Jsi2

We assume that Y is Cl'â . A formal application of our results shows that

SI — /r(|V^i|2 - |V^2|2 - o)ôn ; so the free boundary condition is a natural
boundary condition for extremizing /.

We consider the problem of minimizing /. The minimization will be taken

over a class of curves which are boundaries of domains íí2 which have, for some

e > 0, the e-cone property; i.e. for each x e 9Q2 there is a direction such that
for all y £ B(x, e) n Q2 the isosceles triangle with vertex y, angle « at y and
altitude e oriented in this direction is contained in Q2 • It is shown in [6] that
this class of domains is compact in the sense that their characteristic functions

form a compact set in L2(Q), where Q is the interior of Y. Further, domains
in this class are Lipschitz and satisfy a uniform extension property with respect

to Hl. This last property can be used to prove continuity of the functional /

on the topology induced by convergence of characteristic functions of domains
Q2 in L2(Q).

Some insight into what is possible for this problem can be obtained by con-

sidering the circularly symmetric case. Suppose for definiteness that Y and
y are concentric circles with radii 1 and p respectively. The symmetric ver-
sion of the free boundary problem can be solved explicitly. Restrictions on <y
and a are required in order that there be a solution. For example, if a = 0,

then co > 4e\p\ is required. In general there are two solutions; one provides

a maximum and the other a minimum for / with respect to radial variations.
The minimum is assumed at the larger value of p, and / approaches 0 and

+00 as p approaches 0 and 1 respectively. Therefore, in the general case it
seems reasonable to look for a minimizer Qi among domains which "are not
too small."

For a general C1<J curve Y we can now give a sufficient condition on the

class of curves y which will guarantee existence of solutions to the variational
problem. Suppose / is a conformai map of £1 - interior of Y onto the unit disk
{|ii;| < 1} . Let p be the value of the radius which provides a local maximum
of 7sym, where 7sym is the functional in the circularly symmetric case, and

let y/¡ym, y/|ym be the corresponding circularly symmetric solutions of (11).

There is a positive upper bound for \f'\ on Q2 = f~i(B(0, p)). By rescaling
(obtaining a new curve Y) we can assume this upper bound is 1. Denote for

the moment by y/\, y/2 the solutions of (11) with y = yo = f~l({\w\ = p}).
Then, if the conformai transplant of </2ym *s denoted by ^2, we have, since

A^2 = -o)\f'\2 , that A(^2 - y/2) < 0. Then we can deduce that |V^2| > |Vfà|

on y0. Now suppose that Q2 d Í22 is a subdomain of £2 bounded by a curve

y which has a point P in common with )»o . We will show that / is decreased

by giving y a small exterior displacement away from P. In fact by the results
of the previous sections

(13) dI/de\E=0= í(\Vñ\2-\Vy/2\2-cr)S'nds,
Jy
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where S is a vector field supported in a small neighborhood of P. The maxi-

mum principal implies that |V^i| < |V^i| and \Vy/2\ > \Vy/2\ at P, so that

|V^|2 - |V^2|2 < |VH2 - |V^2|2 < |V^|2 - \Vy/2\2 = o\f'\2 < a

making use of the fact that \Vy/¡ym\2 - |V^2ym|2 = a by the choice of y0 . We

therefore consider minimization of / over those curves y which satisfy an e-

cone condition and contain the above yo in their interior. The above discussion

shows that a possible minimizer is bounded away from yo • In a similar way a

minimizer is bounded away from Y. In fact the first term in / is the capacity

of the ring domain bounded by Y and y and it follows from Lemma 1.6.1 of

[13] that this term becomes infinite as y approaches Y. It now follows from

the compactness result of Chenais cited above that a minimizing curve y exists.

Unfortunately, we cannot deduce from (13) that |V^2|2-|V^i|2-cr = 0

for the minimizing curve. The problem is that general displacements of the

minimizer y do not remain in the class under which the minimization was

taken if y does not in fact satisfy the cone property with some larger value

of e . This seems to us to be an inherent difficulty of the variational approach
to this free boundary problem. Although we have been unable to resolve this

difficulty, the partial results obtained are of value in an approximate solution

procedure. One need only check that the minimizer obtained does not achieve

the a priori restriction on e (i.e. the Lipschitz constant).
Some comment should be made at this point about the relationship of our

result with the fundamental work of Alt, Caffarelli and Friedman [1] on vari-

ational problems in which the solution has a jump in \Vy/\2 across the free
boundary. (We will refer to [1] in particular although these problems were dealt

with in a series of papers.) In particular that work implies results for the prob-

lem of minimizing J where J(y/) = /n(|V^|2 + ô(^)), with Q bounded,

y/ in Hl(Q) with y/ prescribed on oil, and Q(w) taking different constant
values for y/ > 0, and y/ < 0. For our purposes we may take these values to

be 0 and a respectively. It is proven in [1] that a continuous solution exists;

it is harmonic on {y/ — 0} and satisfies the jump condition across y/ = 0 in
an average sense (equation (2.2) of [1]). These are in the nature of preliminary

results and the deep theorems given are concerned with regularity of the free

boundary {y/ — 0} . In particular it is shown that the free boundary isC1 if

n = 2. (A result in n dimensions was obtained later by Caffarelli [3] using his

results on Harnack inequalities for free boundary problems.)

If Qiv) is modified for y/ > 0 to Q(y/) = -2ojyi, then a formal solution

of the variational problem satisfies -Ayi = co when y/ > 0, and a variational
problem corresponding to the Prandtl-Batchelor problem is obtained. The re-

sulting functional / is essentially an extension of the functional / defined

above, since I(y) — J{y/) + c, where y/\ci¡ - y/¡, ß = H. UÍ22 and c = -cr|i2|.

Those results of [ 1 ] that we referred to as preliminary can be rather easily gen-

eralized to this modified J. In particular existence of a solution, its continuity,
satisfaction of the Laplace and Poisson equations off the free boundary and a

limiting relation analogous to equation (2.2) of [1] can be proven. However,

the deeper regularity results for the free boundary are more difficult. Having
Poisson's equation, rather than Laplace's equation, on the region where y/ > 0

not only complicates the proof of regularity, but also certain properties of the

free boundary do not carry over to this case.   In [1] global properties of the
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free boundary are obtained from the fact that both of the sets {y/ > 0} and

{y/ < 0} are connected to the boundary (section 8 of [1]). However, for the

Prandtl-Batchelor problem the argument establishing this does not hold for the

set {y/ > 0}. If, as in our problem, the prescribed value of (y on 9Q is

fi < 0, we may expect that {y/ > 0} is bounded away from <9Q, but there is

no a priori reason to expect that this set is connected. We conjecture that it is

not in general. We also note that for sufficiently small values of a and œ the

functional / will have as minimizer the constant function y/ = p, in which

case {y/ > 0} is empty and no solution to the Prandtl-Batchelor problem is

obtained. Analysis of the special case of the circular disk also indicates that

for some values of a and m a solution of the Prandtl-Batchelor problem may

exist, even though the global minimizer of / is the constant function y/ = p,.

Our previous discussion indicates a possible way of obtaining the solution of the

Prandtl-Batchelor problem as a local minimizer in the context of our functional

/.

The authors are indebted to David Jerison for informing us how the results

of [12] can be used as indicated at the end of Section 3. The authors are grateful

for the careful and thoughtful comments of the referee which led to substantial

improvements over a first version of this paper.
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